
Name: Sea Bird 

Manufacturer: Seamaster Model: 27 Year:    1972 

Ref: FHM3358  Lying: Farndon Marina 

Price:      £14,995 
L.O.A.: 8.80mtrs (28ft 9ins) Beam: 2.86mtrs (9ft 4ins) 

Draft: 0.60mtrs (2ft 2ins) Construction: GRP 

Hull: Semi Displacement Cruising speed: 6 Knots approx.     

Engines: 1x Perkins Perama 3Cyl 38hp Drive type: Shaft 

Fuel Type: Diesel, N/K ltrs Shore support: Yes 

Colour: White Accommodation: 4 berths, 2 cabins  

Layout: Aft Cockpit Heads No: 1x Manual Sea Toilet  

Showers: 0  Water: 75Lts 

Water system: Hot water via Calorifier Heating: Diesel & Electric 

A LOVELY CLASSIC SEAMASTER 27 

The Company normally acts as broker for the vendors who unless otherwise stated is not selling in the course of a business. Whilst every 
care has been taken in the preparation of these particulars the correctness is not guaranteed and they are intended as a guide only and do 
not constitute a part of any contract. A prospective buyer is strongly advised to check these particulars and at his own expense to employ a 
qualified marine surveyor to carry out a survey and / or to have an engine trial conducted by us shall not imply any liability on our part. 



The helm seat is port side and navigator’s seat is Stb side with the fridge beneath. 
Moving forward from the aft cockpit down into the main cabin you will find plenty of thought has gone 
into the planning, with generous built in stowage.  
The main cabin has 6ft headroom and comprises of a dining area which also converts to a double berth 
and galley kitchen with a crockery and drinks cupboard, a twin burner cooker that is complete with an 
oven, Electrolux fridge and stainless steel sink with plenty of stowage. The toilet compartment is fitted 
with a manual toilet and basin. There are shower facilities although no shower tray currently fitted.    
Moving forward again into the private forward cabin you will find the 'V' berth which converts to a 
double where there is more stowage space and a wardrobe with ample hanging space. Sea Bird 
benefits from electric and a diesel heating system to allow you all year round enjoyment. 

Inventory:  240v shore support, Battery charger, Navigation lights, VHF radio, clock, barometer, NASA speed log, 
NASA depth sounder, TV, Radio/CD player, LED mood lighting in the cockpit and saloon. 

Decks: Anchor with anchor chain, fenders, warps, 2 remote controlled search lights fitted to bow, Pulpit, 
boarding platform and davits. 

Safety: 2 x Fire extinguishers, Fire blanket, Bilge pump and BSS till 23 September 2021. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

End of report 

Accommodation: Sea Bird is a good example of this classic British boat.  Sea Bird is an ideal river boat. Perfect for new 
boaters too.  Access to Sea Bird is via either side into the spacious 8ft aft cockpit whereupon you will 
find a full width transom seating area cushioned with access to the engines beneath.  




